Honorary and Memorial gifts made to
Second Harvest Food Bank Santa Cruz County

In Honor of

March 1, 2020 to May 31, 2020

Caesar Chavez and everyone out there providing essential services for the greater good from Tangi Chapman

Local Medical Workers, Volunteers and National Guard from Robin Gaither

Marian B. Allen from Mary Allen

Lynne Sheehan from Maureen McLean, Eric and Megan Shell, and Michael Isaacson and Phokion Kolaitis

Iffat from Nameera Akhtar

All those volunteering at the food bank and the hospital staff who are risking their lives to tend to the sick from Linda Riffle

Team MAPS from Erik Bouchard
In Honor of (cont’d)

All the employees and volunteers of Second Harvest for all they do for our community from Ann Bornstein
   Joan Challinor from Peter Corvin-Brittin
   Our community from Mary Anne Paul
   Ann Soldo Students and Families from Debra Mallard
   Suzanne Willis for all you’re doing for our community, especially in these trying times and for all you are doing to keep our community safely fed from Elena Cohen, Cara Napoles and Bradford Decaussin, Kathleen Hughes and Kate McGirr
   The birthday of Kathleen McCarthy from Kate Nestor
   Second Harvest for your work on behalf of our most vulnerable citizens from Jessica Murray
   The birthday of Kathleen Hilger from Kenneth Moodie
   Betty Perrelli from friends
   Enez Spezia from Cindie Ambar
   Munro Family from Ros Munro
   The kind woman who paid my bill at Shopper’s Corner
   Marilyn Mochel from Frank Baudino
   The Schlaepfer Family from Kyle Matthews
   Elizabeth Alvarez from Patricia Alvarez
   Audrey Carlson from Andrew Carlson
   Iris and Elmer Kirk Narlesky from Lisa and Jeff Kirk
   Michael Lesar from Lorri Dyner
In Honor of (cont’d)

Immigrants who are part of the fabric of our community from Jenni StreckerLangenberg
Zara Soni from Nikhil Soni
Emma Christie and those in need from Katharine Christie
Bodhi and River Robbins from Annette Robbins
Don Jozovich from Mary McConnell
Amy Pine from Mark Zalona
Terri Martinez and first responders, especially nurses from Gary Niblock and Mariposa Kercheval
Healthcare, service & business workers continuing to help at this time from Kary Perlman
Manny, my wonderful mail carrier from Ginny Aragon
Justin and Faina from Michel Powers
Rabbi Debbie Israel from Rena Dubin and Harlan Glatt
All those who are suffering and all those who are trying to save them from Lisa Storer
Ashley Scally’s birthday from Lauren Ring
Carol Rowberg’s birthday from her son, Zac Weinberg
Camilla Henneman from David Robbins
Tom Burkke from Ericka and Christopher
My abuelita, Bernarda, and my mother, Adriana Gehriger, who always gives from Anna Gehriger
The Tracy Family from Nathan Tracy
In Honor of (cont’d)

The retirement of Lynne Sheehan from Cynthia Larive and Maria Walker

The notorious RGB from Anne Bauer

Willie Venegas from Fernando and Karen Venegas

My brother, Tim Durazzo, who is with the army reserve and helping to distribute food from Caren Carnecchia

The birthday of Bob Vitale from Lynne Sheehan and Jeurgen Wunder

Stephanie Ross, who is gathering food and getting it to folks who cannot access the foodbank distribution sites, from Karen Reyes

Laurie R. King from Robbin Stull

All the hard-working volunteers and staff from Sandra Cohen

Ms. Katie from anonymous

All the medical workers and essential service workers keeping us all safe and healthy from Robert Evans

My son, Avatar Joshi, from Tatish Joshi

Paula Powar from Sydney Davis

Dick Strubbe from Janice and John Wittenberg

Taru Singh Birak from Mohindar Nijor

Christine Shervey from anonymous

All families that are trying to make ends meet from Laura and Patrick Molanchon

Mary Crouser from Janet Pasco Kittleson
In Honor of (cont’d)

Anna from Joshua Niland
Bangers & Mash from Thrive Learning Group
Katie Elliott-McCrea from Kate Avraham
Katie Did from Mickey Diskin
My father, Raymond Van Lanen, who owned Vans Shoes in 1972 from Celia Van Lanen
Willy McCrea from John Dickinson
My parents from Lynda Leigh
Phil Fraser from Steve Scheiblauer
Lutheran Community Church from Erma Jo Hewett
All those in need from Maria Parrish
Maurice Petta from Timothy Wadley
Justin Larsen from Elizabeth Dayton
Our son, Dr. Luke Northern, from Robert Northern and Mary Charboneau
Teen Kitchen Project from Jori Leslie
Health Care and Farm Workers from George Dies
The wonderful essential service workers who are keeping us going from Loreen Likins
Grace Sanchez from Linda Patania
Jim and Tom Vincent from Janiece and Joseph Andes
The Finchum family from Jennifer and Nic Keiderling
All the essential workers from Heather and James Harris
Our staff at KSBW for "Day of Help & Hope" from Joseph and Elizabeth Heston
In Honor of (cont’d)

My 2 years of living in Oakland from Joe Tarala
Andre from Claire Allison
Phokion Kolaitis, David Richlin, Lea Scarpelli from Lynne Sheehan
Rachel Hitchcock from Janice Hitchcock
Maria Yolanda Sanchez from David Sanchez
Robert T. Yokoyama from Pamela Iriguchi
Rachel from Darcia Biliske
Ester Portillo Anderson from FC Portillo Franco
The 68th birthday of my sister, Nancy Cheney, from Jean Jackson
Ruth Strasser from MaryAnn Hauf
Ed Tzimbal from Sandi Frank
Diane Burger from Coleen Garrity
Santa Cruz County essential health care and social workers, fire fighters and police/sheriffs from Ann Carney Pomper
All the farm workers who continue to work from Janine Canada
Marge and Gene Troyer from Tara Troyer
Happy Birthday, Chris Knudsen, from Lynn Knudsen
Those facing tough times from Shawn Mosley
All our front-line workers from Janice Macias and Susan and Ken Hirano and Christian and Crystal Forthomme
My grandparents: Joseph, Myrtle, Wilhelm, Helen from Joseph Williams
In Honor of (cont’d)

My wife, Aud Vagsether, who cares a lot about others from Rikard Kjellberg

Rev. Robby Olson from Robert Bowles

My Son-In-Law Seth Who Drives a Garbage Truck from Rhea Guzman

The workers at Dominican Hospital from Ronayned Dalton and Maureen Camozzi

Michekke Kesar from Christy and Scott Tall

Our 200 plus managers and crew from Más MAC, Inc.- McDonald’s Restaurants

Nikki Howe from Bruce Bush

Dr Shafi’s wonderful team at Dominican from John Hayes

Margo Loehr from Diane Mio

John Aguilera from Elsa Aguilera

My friend Andy who sewed masks from Stephen Walker

Elsie Wootten from Aaron LeBlanc

Daniella Novey from Earl Glen Novey

Health Care Workers from Elaine Duxbury

Linda Thompson from Katharine Travers

Caroline Mitgang from Patrick Gordon and Patrick Nakache

Mary Feliz because she always does so much for others from Bob and Cathy Duggan

Mary Ann Day from Lori Day

Suzanne Willis from Cindy Rubin
In Honor of (cont'd)

Corey and Collin Schwartz from Kathy Toledo
Jan Burroughs from Carol Pound
Joy Flynn Wall from Mike Flynn
Jennifer Balboni from Joani Mitchell and Janet Rose
All my students' families from Anne Cappiello
Natasha Cooper Cole from Freny Cooper
Jess and Marian Allen from Mary Allen
Mark Logsdon from Grace Pollak
The birthday of Carol Dale Negro from Lynn Yocum
Jennifer Balboni from Marlene Pitkow
Michael Egan from Jennifer Duckart
Jessica Guild from Joseph Guild
Alina Harway from Hilda Morones
Happy birthday to Dale Negro from Jamie and Rick Molinar

The staff at Natiidad from Terri and Tim Barroca
Royal Family Kids Camp Santa Cruz from Lori Morper
Ronald Sabbatis from David Richlin
The birthday of Terry Spodick from Mike Doyle
In honor of Kaitlin, best MD and Noah, best RN from Karen Katz
The 85th birthday of Rodney Thorn from Lisa Thorn and Jason Brown

"Happy Grandmother's Day" to Judy Landrum from
Kevin and Angel Rothstein
Phyllis Edmundson from Deborah James and Craig James
Brajesh Friedberg from Cathy Conway and Soma Goresky
Our customers who bought masks from Eye Shapes in Aptos
Our Mothers, Rosemarie J. Freitas and Jacqueline M. Knisley from Rick and Nancy Freitas
The retirement of Ilene Feinman from David Reichard and Sandra Robinson
My wife, Meg Dennison's, birthday from her husband Sarah Faulkner from her father, John Faulkner Teresa Lopez from Steven Lopez
Our daughter, Rachel Hitchcock from Jan and Steve Hitchcock
The anonymous donor who gave to Dominican Hospital employees from Suzanne Becker
Mom Weir from Sara Weir
My mom, Marjorie Butts from Tracy Butts David Preston from Ronald Pearl
Happy Mothers’ Day to Laura Best from Nicole LaPorte Ashley Halderman from Michelle Lesar Kathleen Hilger from Kenneth Moodie Ann Frimann from Jaap Langenberg Johaan Ryberg and Laura Salerno from Gabrielle Ravina
Happy 65th birthday to Alan Levinson from Jeannie Gilfix
In Honor of (cont'd)

Patricia Wadors from Harpreet Singh
Ethel Herring from Monique Herring
The birthday of Jennifer Larkin from Julie and Leslee Gaeta
Claudia Sternbach from Linda Belle
The birthday of Donald Pearson from Nancy Shock and Becky Pearson
Lynn Harper from Dian Burke and Patricia Moesinger
Aby Combs from David Andrade
Lynne Sheehan from Lea Scarpelli and Sandra Ashley
Haruka Hiromura from Alan Hiromura and Candice Waage
Grace Sanchez from Dennis Hagen
Nazia Choudhury from Paul Krause
Nic Eckrich-Gaub from Kathryn Gaub
Theodore Davis from Paul Davis
Hal and Ann Smith’s birthdays from Leora Baumgarten
Steve Holmlund from Sarah Mussulman
Missy McDill from Annie Morhauser
Bettianne Sien from Don and Katherine Genesy
Stephen Hall from Allyn Romanow
Roxanne Harrison from Lynne Sheehan and Jeurgen Wunder
The birthday of Kathryn Gaub from Nic Eckrich-Gaub
In Honor of (cont’d)

Calvin Moodie from Kenneth Moodie
Happy anniversary to Susan and Stephen Karon from Kay Klass
The birthday of Judith Burns from Laura Bright
Kranti Mailliard from Lara Kilpatrick
The birthday of Yvonne Feistman from Abbie Rosenberg
Karen Andrews from Christy Hightower
In Memory of

June 1, 2019 to May 31, 2020

Kit Anderton from Katherine Anderton
Marion Faulkner from Susanne Lehre
Dave Frances from Mary Anne Paul
Tarlok Kanwar from Ranjit Kanwar
Iris Harley Kirk Narlesky from Lisa and Jeff Kirk
Barbara Flynn from Diane Flynn and Joy Flynn Wall
Sharon Pardini from The Conte Family Foundation
Maggie Schneider from Barbara Mayer and David Schneider
Carmalita Carranco
Nick Dybdahl from Rossanna Dybdahl
Mum and Dad from Namrita Dhillon
Barrie Blattau from Sanamtha Zenack
Scott Baker from Carol and Brian Zwetzig
Lee Sunbury from Lisa Gerber
Nancy Cooper from Janes Cooper
Aaron Yellin from Nancy Yellen
Walter and Dorla J. Bender and Arthur and Lillian Holmlund from Steve and Christine Holmlund
Marianna Clark from Lorri Lockyer
Geraldine Cutshaw from John Lyons
In Memory of (cont’d)

Willie Venegas from Karen Venegas
Grace Finley and Jeanne Keeler from Jan McGirk
Stan Hajduk from Janet Byers
Jeri Vasquez from Marian Brown
Bob Murrin from Ann Murrin
Jay Gunter from Juanita Gunter
Julie McKay from Samantha Zenack
Tom Chaffin from Jennifer Norin
Linda Long from Thomas Long
Bob and Ann Elliott from Conal Elliott and Holly Croydon

My little buddy, Clayton Ogden from Rob Oatey
Richard K. Nelson from Dennis Takahashi-Kelso
Laurence Morotti from Barbara and Don Bargiacchi
Paul Edstrom from Lindy Edstrom
Nellie Yung-Weeks from William Weeks
Emily and Hank Battaia from Mickie Calkins

My father-in-law, Edward Nielsen, from Karen and Chuck Nielsen

R Lloyd Carrizosa from Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Michael Moffat from Carol Moffat
Lucy Persello from Rachel Moriconi
Melanie Benedetti from Paul Binding
Richard Jensen from Erika Solberg
In Memory of (cont’d)

Elena Baskin from Marianne Mejia
Kathleen Reedy from Patricia Sapone
Maggie Schneider from Barbara Mayer
Eula McNamara from Susan Singer
Whitney Grummon from Anita Leisen
Barbara Stroup from Ashey Carriveau
Muriel Hodgkinson from Zia Isola
David and Rosabella Kealoha from Lilinoe Manischalchi
Jeanette Lynn Coe from anonymous
My dad, Parbhu Patel from Ajita Patel
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
Lilli and Rene Champagne from Christina Champagne
Ray Lage from Kathryn Lage
Sherman and Marjorie Hauser from Nancy Buell and Jennifer King
Stephen Robert Mitchell from Mary Ann Save
David Rigler from Sara Rigler
MAH from John Kettles
Margaret and Norman Lezin from Jeremy Lezin
Marian Seamon from Fred Seamon
Roberto Estrada from Barbara Rogoff
James W Hober from Margo Hober
Freda Stern from Jeffrey Stern
Pat Mracek from Laurie Tanenbaum
In Memory of (cont’d)

Phyllis Collister from Carol George
Margaret (Peg) Smith from her family Vilaubi
Leslie Inzerillo from Frank and Grace Ann Verduzco
Bernice Welch from Steve Welch
Maria Juarez Lopez from Suzanna Lopez
Nancy Cooper from James Cooper
Larry Kittle from Scotty Brookie
Robert “Bobby” Salazar from Melissa Salazar
Barbara Flynn from Joy Flynn Wall
Allen Rice from Laura Hofmeister
Rita and Fernand Preston from Karen McCarty
My grandfather, Ernest Frank Baker who brought food when we didn’t have enough from Lindy Yilmaz
My father, Ralph R Shimizu from Van Shimizu
Ruth and James Sims from Betsy Allen and Janet Sims
Kathleen Amezcua from Wendy and Cyril Arsenault
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
Luz Maria Salazar from Rebecca Dutro
Harold Reichstein from Susan Reichstein
Roberto Estrada from Barbara Rogoff
Drs. Manuel and Elisa Breton from Matthew Nathanson and Elisa Breton
Harriet Korakas from Zeka Glucs
Edward Melchin from Barbara and Edward Melchin
In Memory of (cont’d)

My siblings, Lisa, George and Fred from Catherine Orgain
Ann Pettigrew from Mark Pettigrew
Ali Nabipour from Solmaz Nabipour
James Donahue from Ryan Donahue
Paul H. and Peggy A. Hayashi from Kenneth Hayashi
Coco Menehan from Karen Menehan
Virginia Hale from Sharon Hale
Linda Posegate from Elise Anderson
Karen Rian from Madelyn McCaul and Mike Rotkin
Jerry Pierce from Kelly Olmsted
Linda Long from Tom Long
Virginia Poulos from Kathy and Rockne Arola
William Zachmeier from Tiffany Zachmeier
Ray Lage from Katie Lage
Tom and Jean Thomson from Garbiella Barr
Shyama Friedberg from Gerald Friedberg
William Heinrichson from Lori Golden

My parents Walt and Freda Nelson lived through the Great Depression and were sometimes hungry. This is in their memory from Patricia Nelson

Paul H. & Peggy A. Hayashi from Kenneth Hayashi
Troy Wainscoat from Marie Wainscoat

Papa Joe Nigos, who worked so hard in the fields his whole life from Barbara Anderson
In Memory of (cont’d)

Madeline Barrington from Jan Wright
Our son, James SaiaHicks, from Joan Saia and Thomas Hicks
Grace Johnston from Philip Johnston and Barbara Lorimer
Kris Capurro from Frank and Susan Capurro
Lila Carlon from Randy and Margarita Carlon
Donald Kennedy from William Davis
RyanPollock from Pam Tuosto
Carol from Liza Hunter
Adrianne Bresnahan from James Bresnahan
Joe and Joyce Guevara from Louellen and James Bigot
Betty Marie Tripp from Lisa Tripp
Eric Pridemore from Debi Pridemore
Mike Tobin from Sheila Tobin
Harry Reichstein from Susan Reichstein
Harry and Pam from Tim and Patti Moran
Kate Lovell from Laura Ness
Betty and Bud Keuch from Nancy Keuch Rosa
Brother Leland from Sabra and Dan Cossentine
Buki Takahashi from Greg Takahashi
Paul and Lucille Montes from Barbara Olsen
Bryan Hirano from Marilyn Terry
Dilloughery from Craig and Cynthia Russo
In Memory of (cont’d)

June Fillmore from Claudia Dickens
Kathy and Gerry Davis from Virginia Davis
Gregg Goodman from Lori Long
William Peck from Dorothy Peck
Helen Lundbeck from Dan and Michelle Smart
Jack Siler from Gwendolyn Siler
Evelyn Silva from Jim Silva
Dr H Walter Pepper from Sherri Pepper
Joan Guttman from Gary and Beth Dunn
Robert Curtiss from Philip Curtiss
Marilyn Dreampeace from Roberta Surprenant
Roger and Ralph Lepoutre Postlewaite from Tom Postlewaite
William Robinson from Charles and Janet Melton
Betty Bullard from Claire Herbert
Bob Henry from Robin Butterworth
Our parents from Robert Grimes
Herman and Marion Eggers from Karen and Linden Coffee
Eupersha Davis-Green from Dallas and Marylane Sells
Chris and Greg Deakers from Martha Deakers
Chuck from Elizabeth Stiefelmaier
Donald and Rosemary Newman from Kathleen Vinson
Bill Keeley from Kathie Keeley
In Memory of (cont’d)

Margaret and Alison Hammond from Marion and Loren Mathis
Louise Lawson from Erica and Alex Hays
Orion Cardoza from Barbara Cardoza
My Dad, Bob Hulsey, from Colette Schaefer
Ralph, Clara, Denise and Kathleen Guzman from Robin Guzman
Sonja Detert from Kelly Cuffe
Elis Marsalis, Wallace Rooney, Lee Konitz, Jimmie Merritt, Henry Grimes, and all the other beautiful artists this monster has taken from us from Thomas Langan
Don and Kate Braga from Jill and Danny Braga
Ruthie Brooks from Diana and Billy Rogers
Louise Petrocchi from Linda Damico
Jack Baskin from Marianne and Fred Mejia
Nathan Foley-Mendelssohn from Roy Mendelssohn
Patrick Teutschel from Dolores Teutschel
John Fisher from Laura Grinder
My loving family from Jessica Costa
Derek Elkins from Krista Henneman
R.C.P. Cared from Rosalia Penndley
Howard Sosbee from Susan Mast
Steve Lynch from Stephanie Lynch
Bob and Fran Swenson from Margaret Kaysen
Rosnah Anuar from Serena Sage
In Memory of (cont’d)

Teresa Antuna from Anita Segura
Helen Chestnut from Jack Chestnut
Our dad, Frank Sutherland, from Dan and Becki Carmichael
Margaret Rovick from Bridget Dumas
Ken and Margie Winton from Pat Winton
Barbara Cairns from Michael McGee
David Boggini from Sally Boggini
Sandy Zangara from Maureen Burnham
Gladys Ferrell from Marvin and V. Dena Langsam
Cynthia Schultz from Connie Croker
Jean Lecocq from Annemarie Lecocq
Sherry Conable from Charlie Conable
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
My parents and brother, David B and Lorraine Kirby Harris and Jeffrey Michael Harris, from Kirby Harris
Dorothy and John Stefanki from Cathy Stefanki and Don Iglesias
Aaron Yellin from Marc and Nancy Yellin
Luz Maria Salazar from Rebecca Dutro
Richard Pounder from William and Kenneth Payne
Lisa Leask from Gary Silverstein
Richard Timan from Peter Howley
Liz Thayer from Leslie Heyboer
Charlotte & Phillip “A” Holmes from Susan Holmes
In Memory of (cont’d)

Rick from anonymous
Ben Werle from Kathleen Werle
Amy Pine from Sven Brown
William “Bill” Gielow from Mark Sachau
Coco Lazenby on her 17th birthday from Holly and Tyler Hebard
Anna Cosio from Cindy Cosio
Gianna Altano from Daniel and Sydney Altano
Regina Schwertley from Brigid Fuller and Jeffrey Schwertley
William Zachmeier from Tiffany Zachmeier
Ethel Leona Schraad from Kay McDonald
Gabriel Suarez from Vic and Gloria Suarez
Brett Jaspers from Kim Jaspers
J R Butterfield from Lynn Sanders
Eugene Pedemonte from Tim Pedemonte
Harold Aguilar from Pamela Anderson
Ida Tarantino from Mark Tarantino
Imogen Bowers from John Bowers
Carole Herbert from James Kimball
Taru Singh Birak from Robin and Amrik Nijor
Issa I from Melissa Kane
Elizabeth Soltis from Jeanne Stewart
Rex Traber from Susana Traber
In Memory of (cont'd)

Paul Hayes Dowd from Paula Dowd
Rebecca Rivera from Salvador Rosales
Betty Martin from Madeline Lott
Linda Long from Thomas Long
Jean W Day from Ellen Day
Margaretta Robbins from Mary Kesketh
Noah from Marie Duytschaever
Jack Baskin from Marianne and Fred Mejia
Manjula Tanchal from Kiran Sureshbhai
Margaret Rilla from Len Finocchio
Bill Brokaw from Rebecca Brokaw
Larry Molseed from Marilyn Marzell
Alonzo Monk from Sally Hicks
Jack My Love from Robert Devincenzi
Sandi Kuerzel from Michael and Rainee Belanger
Jack Reiff from Debra Reiff
Florence Brown from Mari Tustin
Rosemary Redick from George Saunders
Gabrielle Syben from Joanne Syben
Gina M Prado Segura from David and Esperanza Segura
Osa, my dog (May She Rest In Peace) and Erika Biagini from Karen Biagini
Don Pedro Garcia from Gary Whizin
Margot Padilla from Lawrence Cronin
In Memory of (cont’d)

Louis Sapiro from Shirley and Allen Ginzburg
Ethel Leona Schraad from Phyllis McDonald
Ida Tarantino from Mark Tarantino
Bret from Sally Shepherd
Louise Lawson from Erica and Alex Hays
Sally R from Deborah and Joseph Reed
Nancy Cooper from James Cooper
Claire Brooks from Cindy Brooks
Elizabeth and Harold Books from Gwynneth Heil
Joan Mulvaney Walsh from Steven Wade
Phillip Fraser from Steve Scheiblauer
Adam Maleski from Stanley Maleski
Olivette Griffin from James Griffin
Jan Myall
Nicholas Dybdahl from Adele and Thomas Kimple and
Rosanna and Chris Dybdahl
Daniel Seltz from Lorraine Colman
My mother from Lori Day
Swee Tong Low from Wan Looi
Albert E Souza from Madeline and Dale Marentette
David Preston from Annelies Lindemans and Margie Mene
Valerie from Deborah Kertai
Antônio José Almeida David from Andreia Gardner
In Memory of (cont’d)

Shelia Janecki from Joni and Andrew Janecki
   Valentine from Flo Labrunie
Daniel Toohey from Susan and James Toohey
   Mickie Magnusson from Yong Bai
   Daraj Maxfield from Edy Rhodes
Catherine Diane Curphey from Lorraine and Jim Jacquard
   Patricia Klein from Carolyn Lewis and Beverly Turner
   Fr. John Karastamatis from St Katherine Philoptochos
   Edith Peronto from Mariyln McCusker
Bertha Moberly from Adrienne Moberly Vilaubi and Lawrence
   Benjamin Beltramo from Linda and Mario Beltramo
   Carol Ann Johnson from Laura MacLeod
   My father, Rafe Ezekiel, from Margalete Ezekiel
   Phyllis and Larry Collister from Carol George
   Merrick Dowson from Louise Chiatovich